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Quiet, Powerful, Compact -- Cool-stack III™
Cooling for Mid-Size Racks
--Active Thermal Management introduces Quiet Cooling in a 1-U package-Rosebery, NSW, 14 January 2008 – Active Thermal Management, experts in
quiet thermal protection solutions, today announced Cool-stack III™, a 1-unit high
hot air exhaust system in Australia. With four (4) 120mm fans and an 18” depth,
the Cool-stack III™ has the power – and the reach – to pull up to 70 CFM of hot air
out of tightly-packed racks while generating very low noise levels. Heated air is
normally exhausted through the perforated front panel, but exhaust fittings and
tubing provided can move the hot air safely away if the rack is located in a closet
or cabinet.
“Cool-stack III™ fits in nicely between the smaller Cool-stack I and the larger
Cool-stack II, giving us a complete line of rack-mounted ventilating systems. It is
a flexible solution for the mid-size rack and heat load” said Frank Federman, ATM
President.
Cool-stack III is temperature-controlled, switching from a constant, very low “idle”
speed, suitable for removing stand-by heat generated by components such as
cable boxes and satellite receivers, to full speed as rack temperature changes.
Internal movable jumpers can be set during installation to satisfy the
requirements of a particular installation, whether residential or commercial.
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Cool-stack III has a suggested retail price of $699.00 available now by
LeisureTech Electronics who has been appointed the Australian and NZ
distributor.
About Active Thermal Management:
Active Thermal Management, headquartered in Valencia, California, is a leading
manufacturer of quiet, professional thermal protection products for residential and
commercial installations. Providing highly specialized products for almost every
conceivable installation and application, Active Thermal Management produces
cooling solutions for large and small system enclosures as well as individual
components. For more information, please visit www.activethermal.com
About LeisureTech Electronics
Founded in 1977, LeisureTech Electronics’ is a global OEM technology provider
and manufacturer for the residential systems market, manufacturing Andrews
Audio and A-BUS products. LTE founder Andrew Goldfinch teamed up with Len
Andrews in 1989 and in 1997 the enterprising duo invented A-BUS, a
revolutionary technology for multi-room audio which is an industry standard
worldwide. In addition they import for Australian distribution TruAudio, Russound,
Terra, Universal Remote Control, Channelvision and Active Thermal
Management products to audio retailers, integrators and custom installers.
Please visit www.leisuretech.com.au.
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